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Ladies and Gentlemen

It is my great honors and please me to share with you about the measme and

management of Covid-19 in Krirk University. We have had doneeverything we can to

follow the guidance of the Thai Government and the Ministry of Health for

implementation such as using alcohol gel, hand-wash facilities, Mask and social

spacing etc.

At the same time we are lucky to have the good opportunity to learn from

china’s sucess in controling the epidemic virus. The Chinese leadership in leading the

treatment and control the Covid-19 has been very effective. The Chinese people are

also very good discipline.



As a medical doctor and a professor of public health myself, I have learned a

lot from the management and prevention of the Pand epidemic virus situation in

Wuhan and the other city of China. From my personal observation I can make a

conclusion of Chana’s suzzess as follow :

1. Technically sound

- China has used all kind of technology to support public health team to

make the control of decare effective and effective and efficient.

2. Socially acceptable

- The participation of the chinese people has been highly appreciated.

3. Economical + Financially

-The Chinese government has spent a lot of money for the good health and

safety of the people.

4. Fully participated by all department and communities.

- Every party concerned and government agencies and private sector has

given good corperation and support the government policy. WHO is

also participated in the virus control management of china

The New Normal of the world in the future will be very surprising and

exciting for changes to human and environment. China will take leadership in

the application of New Technology in public health and Medical care for

Humanity and people of the world.


